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About This Game

(SixCubes) Six dice - adventure game in the genre of "adventure". Help the dice to solve puzzles and fight with opponents. Pass
a lot of tests, use the unique abi 5d3b920ae0

Title: SixCubes
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Dnovel
Publisher:
Dnovel
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2019

English,French,German,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Japanese

six cube holding. six cubes dice game. six cubes board game. six cubes instructions. first six cubes. six cubes game. six cubes
rules. six cubes board game instructions. six cubes game rules. invader six cubes. six cube holding ag. six cubes dice game rules

Nice time killer, if you have a lot of free time and have nothing to do - this game is for you. Simple, inexpensive, and relaxing. I
sold an AWP skin for CS so my brokeu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665could afford this, can definitely say 10/10 werf as heck.
Real good for getting in touch with your a e s t h e t i c s.. The game is only for fans of this genre. We have to play for 6
characters "at the same time" and go through entertaining levels (as long as there are not enough of them, but this is only early
access). As a bonus on the levels there is useful information as the developers say. In fact, this is the multiplication table, the pi
number and the law of world wideness. The levels are pretty complicated, but passable. I just didnu2019t like the key to which
the hero switching was assigned, as for me it was much more convenient for TAB.. Pretty catching gameplay. The idea is very
interesting and fresh. I loved this game for being simple, but deep in the same moment. No idea how to describe what I really
feel, but I'm sure anyone will feel this by playing SixCubes. Visuals and sound are very nice.
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